GO INTERNATIONAL AT AAU!
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12,000 STUDENTS
More than 2,000 are international

4

WIDE RANGE OF SUBJECTS
Over 1,600 courses offered,

FACULTIES
Technical Sciences,
Management & Economics,
Humanities, Interdisciplinary Studies

100,000 M² CAMPUS
With plenty of green spaces

more than 400 are taught in English

STUDENT- FACULTY RATIO
38:1
Universität Klagenfurt - International Office
Universitätsstraße 65-67
9020 Klagenfurt/Austria
https://www.aau.at/international
internationales@aau.at

250 SPORTS COURSES
Offered at AAU’s sports institute

WHY IS AAU
THE PERFECT PLACE
FOR YOUR
EXHANGE SEMESTER?
Study at a young and innovative
university
Be part of a vibrant, diverse and
international study environment
Attend courses from all 4 faculties
Enjoy Austria’s most attractive
campus university
Benefit from modern and practice
oriented approaches of teaching to
ensure excellent career prospects
Improve your German language skills
or learn from scratch in one of the
offered courses
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Live in motion by attending some of
the various sport courses
Experience modern buildings and
infrastructure, as well as plenty
of green spaces to study and relax!

RANKING 2021/22

RANK 351-400

RANK 486

RANK 901-1000
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Allison, 21/22
Universidad Centroamericana (Nicaragua)

“My courses at AAU focused more on the
practical skills that geographers will need
after graduation. I can give you an example. I
had a course that first focused on different
methods to collect data from the nature. We
studied the methods first by reading literature.
[...] but here at AAU the course did not end with
the literature. We actually left to Italy to do an
excursion and practice using the methods that
we have already learned previously.”
Iina, 21/22
University of Eastern Finland (Finland)

“I have been very grateful to call Klagenfurt
home these past several months. It's been an
incredible experience to be able to take
weekend trips to Vienna, Venice, and Munich
while still having a home base and familiar faces
to return to. I'm proud of the [language]
progress I've made since being here. I
started at the B2 level and now I can
understand German movies without subtitles,
and I was able to take and pass two economics
classes taught and tested in German.”
Amanda, 19/20
University of Alabama (USA)
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“My exchange in AAU opened up my eyes. In the
beginning, I was still unsure about myself but
shortly after I became more aware of how good I
am and how much better I can do.
In these six months, I did a lot of brand-new
things, learned not only for my academic
formation but also, I got some pretty dope
lifetime lessons and new experiences that I
will forever treasure.”

KLAGENFURT - THE PLACE TO BE
The city is located at
beautiful lake Wörthersee
and surrounded by mountains
In the heart of the AlpsAdriatic region, it is also wellconnected with many
European cities (such as
Vienna, Venice, Ljubljana,
Zagreb)
Klagenfurt offers a diverse
cultural, art and culinary
scene
Experience ice skating on the
Lendkanal and explore the
numerous skiing destinations
nearby in winter
Standup paddling, kajaking
and swimming are only a few
of the summer outdoor
activities that await you at lake
Wörthersee!
July 2022
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